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01  COMMENTARY 

1.1 Welcome to the latest edition of ARK’s market synopsis report 
covering market outcomes to the end of August and with 
Rightmove picking up reporting for September.  

1.1 The reports are generally positive, which as we know is not great news for First Time 
Buyers. High house price inflation really only benefits downsizers.  

1.2 The positivity was generally linked to “job vacancies at a record high and consumer 
confidence returning to pre-pandemic levels” (Halifax) and does not take into account 
the potential impacts of material supply shortages, sudden shocks (petrol /gas) seen 
during September and the final unwinding of Furlough and a potentially wider sense of 
unease. 

1.3 Our previous reporting of the “Race for space” and Drive to the Countryside” are again 
evident and reported by many of the observers and are part of the ongoing 
underpinning factors in the market. We think that this trend will continue as “hybrid 
working” becomes more commonplace.  

1.4 The discrepancy in demand for houses against flats continues to be evident; Hometrack 
reported an increase in demand in London but the increase in demand for houses was 
25%  against a 6% rise in demand for flats. Space and quality standards are part of the 
equation but equally building safety is playing a big part in buyers decision making.  

1.5 With COP26 coming soon and climate change potentially being taken seriously it is 
interesting to see energy performance statistics relating to house prices being reported 
by Nationwide. 

1.6 The Nationwide report contains an analysis which looks at the extent to which owner 
occupiers pay a premium or discount for a home due to its energy performance rating. 
The report concluded that properties rated A or B attract a premium of 1.7%, compared 
to a similar property rated D. Most noticeable discounts were seen for properties rated 
F or G. For now, energy efficiency has little influence on house prices for owner 
occupiers, however this is likely to change over time especially if the government looks 
to introduce incentivisation for greater energy efficiency to help meet net zero targets. 

02  H I GH L I G HT S  

2.1 In August, Halifax noted average house prices increased by 0.7% and annual house 
price inflation continued to slow down, reaching a five-month low. The winding down 
of the stamp duty holiday has taken out much of its effect from the market. With that 
said, the race for space and homeworking continue to remain key drivers in house price 
inflation. 

2.2 Job vacancies (which are at a record high), the recovery of customer confidence, the 
lack of supply and, without any reimpositions of lockdown restrictions; are factors 
which look to support house prices in the short term. 

2.3 Nationwide noted a rise in house prices by 2.1% on a month-on-month basis, after 
taking into account seasonal effects. Annual house price growth increased to 11% in 
August from 10.5% in July. 
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2.4 Hometrack reported annual house price inflation at 6.1%. The average house price 
stood at £235,000. Regions that recorded the highest price growth were Wales 
(+9.8%), Northern Ireland (+8.4%) and the North West of England (+8%). 

2.5 Among the UK’s major cities, Liverpool showed the highest price growth followed by 
Manchester (+8.1%) and Sheffield (+7.6%). 

2.6 Moving onto the RICS reporting, new buyer enquiries and agreed sales dropped for two 
consecutive months. New buyer enquiries fell to -14% (-9% in July) and agreed sales 
was recorded with a net balance of -18% of respondents seeing a fall. RICS also added 
“Looking at supply, new listings reported to have declined with a net balance of -37%, 
stock levels on estate agent books have dropped from an average of 42 homes per 
branch at the start of the year and now stand at 38 in August.” 

2.7 A theme that we see throughout all reports is the lack of supply which looks to support 
house price inflation. In relation to this, RICS also noted a net balance of +73% of 
contributors seeing prices increase.  

2.8 The final reporting comes from Rightmove, where prices for September are coming in 
at a new all-time high after rising by 0.3%, the average UK property price is coming at 
£338,462. Rightmove further adds “That competition is hotter than ever, with buyer 
demand per property for sale more than double that of pre-pandemic levels.” 

2.9 Areas including South West, Wales, East Midlands, East of England and South East 
have shown annual price growth in excess of 8%. In the first two weeks of September, 
the number of new listings has gone up by 14% when compared to the last two weeks 
of August. 
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03  HALIFAX  (AU G UST )  

3.1 Average house prices climbed again in August, with the cost of a property increasing by 
0.7% or £1,789. Back-to-back monthly price gains have now pushed the cost of a 
typical home to a record of £262,954, topping the previous high (£261,642) recorded 
in May this year.  

3.2 August’s rise was relatively modest and the annual rate of house price inflation 
continued to slow, hitting a five-month low of 7.1% (versus 7.6% in July). However, 
compared to June 2020, when the housing market began to reopen from the first 
lockdown, prices remain more than £23,600 higher (or +9.9%).  

3.3 Much of the impact from the stamp duty holiday has now left the market, as 
highlighted by the drop in industry transaction numbers compared to a year ago. 
However, while such Government schemes have provided vital stimulus, there have 
also been other significant drivers of house price inflation.  

3.4 We believe structural factors have driven record levels of buyer activity – such as the 
demand for more space amid greater home working. These trends look set to persist 
and the price gains made since the start of the pandemic are unlikely to be reversed 
once the remaining tax break comes to an end later this month.  

3.5 Moreover, the macroeconomic environment is becoming increasingly positive, with job 
vacancies at a record high and consumer confidence returning to pre-pandemic levels. 
Coupled with a supply of properties for sale that looks increasingly tight, and barring 
any reimposition of lockdown measures or a significant increase in unemployment as 
job support schemes are unwound later this year, these factors should continue to 
support prices in the near-term.” 

3.6 As would be expected given the trends at a UK level, annual house price inflation is 
slowing in most nations and regions. Wales remains the strongest performing area, with 
annual house price inflation at 11.6% and the only double-digit rise recorded in the UK 
during August. The South West is also still experiencing strong growth at 9.6%, likely 
reflecting the ongoing demand for rural living within the region.  

3.7 Greater London continues to lag the rest of the country, registering just a 1.3% annual 
increase in prices in August and, over the latest rolling three-monthly period, was the 
only region or nation to record a fall in prices (-0.3%). The year-over-year rise in 
London was also the weakest seen in 18 months. Though at a cost of £508,503, typical 
properties in the capital remain far above the national average national price.  
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Source: Halifax, IHS Markit 

 
3.8 Click here to read more.  
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04  NATIONWIDE  (AUGUST)  

 

HEADLINES Aug-21 Jul-21 

Monthly Index* 494.5 484.4 
Monthly Change* 2.1% -0.6% 
Annual Change 11.0% 10.5% 
Average Price (not seasonally adjusted) £248,857 £244,299 

* Seasonally adjusted figure (note that monthly % changes are revised when seasonal adjustment factors 
are re-estimated) 

4.1 Annual house price growth increased to 11% in August, from 10.5% in July. Prices rose 
2.1% in month-on-month terms, after taking account of seasonal effects. House prices 
are now around 13% higher than when the pandemic began.  

4.2 The bounce back in August is surprising because it seemed more likely that the tapering 
of stamp duty relief in England at the end of June would take some of the heat out of 
the market. Moreover, the monthly price increase was substantial – at 2.1%, it was the 
second largest monthly gain in 15 years (after the 2.3% monthly rise recorded in April 
this year).  

4.3 The strength may reflect strong demand from those buying a property priced between 
£125,000 and £250,000 who are looking to take advantage of the stamp duty relief in 
place until the end of September. 

4.4 Lack of supply is also likely to be a key factor behind August’s price increase, with 
estate agents reporting low numbers of properties on their books. 

4.5 Underlying demand is likely to remain solid in the near term. Consumer confidence has 
rebounded in recent months while borrowing costs remain low. This, combined with 
the lack of supply on the market, suggests continued support for house prices. But, as 
we look towards the end of the year, the outlook is harder to foresee. Activity will 
almost inevitably soften for a period after the stamp duty holiday expires at the end of 
September, given the incentive for people to bring forward their purchases to avoid the 
additional tax.  

4.6 Moreover, underlying demand is likely to soften around the turn of the year if 
unemployment rises, as most analysts expect, when government support schemes wind 
down. But even this is far from assured. The labour market has remained remarkably 
resilient to date and, even if it does weaken, there is scope for shifts in housing 
preferences as a result of the pandemic to continue to support activity for some time 
yet.   

4.7 Decarbonising and adapting the UK’s housing stock is critical if the UK is to meet its 
2050 emissions targets, especially given that the housing stock accounts for around 
15% of the UK’s total carbon emissions. With this in mind, we used our house price 
dataset to explore the extent to which owner occupiers pay a premium or discount for 
a home due to its energy performance rating.  
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Source: Nationwide 

 

4.8 Our analysis suggests that a more energy-efficient property (rated A or B) attracts a 
modest premium of 1.7% compared to a similar property rated D - the most commonly 
occurring rating. There is little difference for properties rated C or E compared with D, 
as shown in the chart above.  

4.9 There is a more noticeable discount for properties rated F or G - the lowest energy 
efficient ratings. Indeed, an F or G rated home is valued 3.5% lower than a similar D 
rated property.  

4.10 Overall, our research suggests that, for now at least, energy efficiency has only a 
modest influence on house prices for owner occupiers, where an impact is only really 
evident for the best and worst energy efficiency ratings. “However, the value that 
people attach to energy efficiency is likely to change over time, especially if the 
government takes measures to incentivise greater energy efficiency in future to help 
ensure the UK meets its climate change obligations.” 

4.11 Click here to read more.  

 

 

https://www.nationwidehousepriceindex.co.uk/download/7tv99-2ov8o-brhec-786gm-gypg0
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05  RICS:  UK  RES I D E NTI AL  MARK E T  SU RVEY  

(AUGUST)  

5.1 At the national level, new buyer enquiries fell for a second month in succession, with 
the latest net balance slipping a little deeper into negative territory at -14% (down from 
a reading of -9% in July).  

5.2 When disaggregated, demand trends were either flat or negative across virtually all 
parts of the UK over the month. At the same time, agreed sales also declined for a 
second consecutive report, evidenced by a net balance of -18% of respondents citing a 
fall (which compares to a reading of -22% previously).  

5.3 Looking ahead, survey participants still foresee a generally steady sales picture 
emerging over the near term, as the three-month expectations net balance remained 
unchanged at +4%.  

 
Source: RICS UK Residential Market Survey 

 

5.4 Respondents now envisage transaction levels edging up slightly over the twelve month 
horizon, with the longer term expectations net balance posting a reading of +7% 
(improving from a flat return of -2% beforehand).  

5.5 Looking at the supply, new listings were once again reported to have declined at the 
headline level, with the net balance coming in at -37% this time around. This indicator 
has now been in negative territory in eight of the past nine months, albeit the latest 
figure is marginally less negative than the reading of -45% recorded last month.  

5.6 On the back of this, stock levels on estate agents books have dropped from an average 
of 42 homes per branch at the start of the year, to stand at 38 in August. Meanwhile, 
the feedback points to market appraisals currently running at a slightly slower pace 
than the comparable period last year (net balance -10%).  
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5.7 The lack of available stock on the sales market is frequently mentioned by respondents 
to be a key factor sustaining strong rates of house price inflation. Indeed, a headline net 
balance of +73% of contributors saw prices increase over the latest survey period. 
While this has moderated from a recent high of +81% seen back in May/June, the 
latest reading remains elevated when placed in a historical context.  

 
Source: RICS UK Residential Market Survey 

 
 

5.8 Going forward, a net balance of +23% of respondents anticipate prices will continue to 
climb over the near term (marginally down on last month’s reading of +28%). Alongside 
this, twelve-month price expectations remain in firmly expansionary territory, with the 
latest net balance coming in at +66% at the national level (identical to the reading 
posted in July).  

5.9 Click here to read more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/news/press-releases/final---8._web_-august_2021_rics_uk_residential_market_survey_tp.pdf
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06  HO ME T RAC K (AUG US T )   

6.1 Average house price rose by +1.2% in the three months to the end of August, taking 
the annual rate of price growth to +6.1%, up from 2.8% in August 2020. The average 
value of a home across the UK is now £235,000. 

6.2 Wales is recording the highest level of price growth at +9.8%, followed by Northern 
Ireland (+8.4%) and the North West of England (+8%). Price growth in Liverpool 
continues to be the highest among the UK’s major cities, with average prices up +9.8% 
in the 12 months to September. Manchester and Sheffield are also registering high 
levels of growth, at +8.1% and +7.6% respectively. 

6.3 In the face of the very strong buyer demand evident since May last year, average home 
values have risen by a greater margin in regions and towns where relative affordability 
is greater. London is the region which has the greatest affordability constraints, with 
the average house price now above half a million pounds.  

6.4 Demand levels have also trailed in parts of London over the last 18 months due to the 
lack of international travel, and slower domestic demand as a cohort of buyers looked 
to move into the wider commuter zone or further afield amid a new flexible working 
environment. There are now signs that this trend is starting to turn, with buyer demand 
in the capital up 14% over the last month. This translates into a 25% rise in demand for 
houses across London and a 6% rise in demand for flats, as life continues to return 
towards normality. 

 

6.5 As the chart below shows, the impact of the first ‘main’ stamp duty holiday ending at 
the end of June had an impact on demand and sales (sold subject to contract) levels. 
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6.6 The fall in both metrics can be seen around March/April time, when buyers would have 
had to agree a sale in order to complete their purchase by the end of June and take 
advantage of the stamp duty savings of up to £15,000. 

6.7 However, looking at late June/July for the potential impact of the withdrawal of the 
‘tapered’ stamp duty holiday at the end of September – there is little evidence of a 
change to buyer behaviour. 

6.8 Buyers agreeing a sale from July onwards are unlikely to benefit from the savings of up 
to £2,500 available for completions made by September 30th due to the time taken to 
complete a sale. Yet the data shows the looming deadline had little impact on demand 
around this time. Buyer demand is still some 35% higher than average levels recorded 
since 2017.  

6.9 This indicates that the smaller stamp duty savings on offer have not been the primary 
driver of demand in the market. This underlines the importance of some wider trends in 
the market – namely the pandemic-driven re-evaluation of home and the resulting 
‘search for space’ – trends that we believe have further to run into Q4. 

6.10 Since May this year, the average time taken for a sale to be agreed on a property from 
when it was listed has been below 30 days. This measure of the speed of the market 
may start to edge up in the coming months as a lack of stock starts to have more of a 
‘selflimiting’ impact on the market. Even so, it’s likely that properties will sell more 
quickly than historical norms through Q4. 
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6.11 While the overall stock of housing available to buy is lower than typical levels, there are 
signs that some supply is coming from the rental market, as a higher proportion of 
landlords sell. Around 8% of properties listed for sale have been rented out in the last 3 
years, up from 3% two years ago. The proportion reaches 13% in London. Some 
landlords may be crystalising gains to re-invest - demand from investors has certainly 
risen since the start of the pandemic. 

6.12 We expect the market to remain busy compared to historical norms, and for price 
growth to remain in firmly positive territory at the end of the year, although lower than 
current levels of +6.1%. Stock levels will start to rebuild in early 2022 as market activity 
returns to more normal levels. 

6.13 Click here to read more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.hometrack.com/media/673275/uk-house-price-august-final-ht-2.pdf
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07  R IG H TM OVE  (SEPTMEBER)  

7.1 The average price of property coming to market falls by 0.3% (-£1,076) this month, 
driven by a 0.8% drop in the upper-end typically four-bedroom-plus sector.  

 
Source: Rightmove 

 
7.2 In contrast there are new record price highs in the mass-market sectors made up of 

two bedroom and fewer first-time-buyer-type properties, up by £1,328 (+0.6%) and 
three to four bedroom second-stepper-type properties, up by £975 (+0.3%), where 
activity remains very strong. 

7.3 Buyer demand remains strong despite the relative summer pause, and Rightmove 
predicts that there will be an autumn bounce in both seller activity and prices. 

7.4 In the first week of August, individual buyer enquiries to agents are up by 56% on the 
same period in the pre-Covid year of 2019, and down by just 17% on the frenzied post-
lockdown 2020 numbers. This snapshot also shows that the number of sales agreed is 
up by 9% on the same period in 2019. Available stocks for sale still at record lows, with 
buyer demand hoovering up new supply leading to more properties selling, and selling 
more quickly. 

7.5 These market conditions mean that home-owners who have yet to come to market and 
address their new housing needs should act soon to get a better chance of a quick sale 
at a good price and be in their new home before Christmas.  

7.6 Rightmove’s analysis shows that the likelihood of sellers finding a buyer remains at, or 
close to, an all-time high. The average time for a newly listed property to be marked 
sold subject to contract is the quickest ever at 36 days, which is a whole month faster 
than in February 2020, which was the last month before the first lockdown.  
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Source: Rightmove 

 

7.7 However, given the fierce competition to buy property even these impressive statistics 
leave a high risk of losing out to another buyer who is in a better position to proceed. 
As a result many sellers are choosing to have a buyer lined up subject to contract 
before entering the race to secure their own purchase. “Selling before you buy” puts 
them in the best position to be at the front of the queue to buy suitable properties as 
soon as they come to market. 

7.8 Click here to read more.  

ARK Consultancy Limited 

September 2021 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rightmove.co.uk/press-centre/content/uploads/2021/09/Rightmove-House-Price-Index-20th-SeptemberFINAL.pdf
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Chris Seeley – Director 

Email: cseeley@arkconsultancy.co.uk 

Telephone: 07770532571 

If you need help or advice on any aspect of this 

report, please contact: 


